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How to design molecules?

- Can predict properties of molecules (QSAR)
- Want a molecule with a certain property (inverse QSAR)
How to optimize molecules?

- Build a giant library of molecules and try them all
- Or: Local search based on small changes
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Discrete optimization is basically impossible

- In more than 10 or 20 dimensions, search is too slow because no way to know which direction to go
- Gradient gives D hints for your D parameters
- need some version of \[ \frac{\partial \text{molecule}}{\partial \text{property}} \]
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Discrete optimization is basically impossible

• In more than 10 or 20 dimensions, search is too slow because no way to know which direction to go

• Gradient gives D hints for your D parameters

• need some version of $\frac{\partial \text{molecule}}{\partial \text{property}}$
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What is a molecule?

Graph | SMILES string

| ![Graph 1] | CCC[C@@H](O)CC\C=C\C\C=\C\C#CC#C\C=C\CO |
| ![Graph 2] | COC(=O)C(\C)=\C\C1\C(\C)(\C)[C@H]1C(=O)O[C@@H]2\C(C)=\C(=O)C2\CC=\CC=\C |
| ![Graph 3] | O1C=C[C@H]([C@H]1O2)c3c2cc(OC)c4c3OC(=O)C5=C4CCC(=O)5 |
| ![Graph 4] | OC[C@@H](O1)[C@@H](O)[C@H](O)[C@@H](O)[C@@H](O)[C@@H](O)1 |
• **Generating Sentences from a Continuous Space.**
“i want to talk to you.”
“i want to be with you.”
“i do n’t want to be with you.”
i do n’t want to be with you.
she did n’t want to be with him.

it made me want to cry.
no one had seen him since.
it made me feel uneasy.
no one had seen him.
the thought made me smile.
the pain was unbearable.
the crowd was silent.
the man called out.
the old man said.
the man asked.

he was silent for a long moment.
he was silent for a moment.
it was quiet for a moment.
it was dark and cold.
there was a pause.
it was my turn.
Repurposing text autoencoders

Can be trained on unlabeled data
Map of 220,000 Drugs
Map of 100,000 OLEDs
Random Organic LEDs

Variational autoencoder

Standard autoencoder
Molecules near aspirin
Gentlemen, our learner overgeneralizes because the VC-Dimension of our Kernel is too high. Get some experts and minimize the structural risk in a new one. Rework our loss function, make the next kernel stable, unbiased and consider using a soft margin.

No chemistry-specific design!
Gradient-based optimization
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Property \( f(z) \)

Latent Space \( z \)

Most Probable Decoding \( \text{argmax } p(*)|z) \)
Proof of concept

But be careful what you wish for
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Applications of small-molecule design

Organic LEDs, liquid crystals, organic solar cells, gas dielectrics, supercapacitors, batteries, electronic polymers, homogeneous catalysts, plastic additives, adhesives, sealants, 3D printing, paints and coatings, specialty fibers, biodegradable polymers, medical plastics, pesticides, small molecule drugs
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• Jointly train autoencoder and prediction model
• Decode directly to graphs
• Decode directly to recipes for synthesis
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